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Abstract

This work analyzes the properties of 712 prefixes that appeared in Spamhaus’

“Don’t Route Or Peer” (DROP) list over a nearly three-year period from June

2019 to March 2022. The 712 known abused prefixes are used as a lens to

assess the current threat landscape and evaluate several of the leading rout-

ing defense mechanisms. A thorough characterization of these 712 prefixes is

performed and it is found that a larger fraction of the hijacked prefixes were

from Regional Internet Registries (RIRs) with restrictive policies regarding

Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) eligibility. It is also found that

attackers were predominately targeting address space that was unrouted and

not RPKI-signed. The work reveals that attackers were subverting multiple

defenses against malicious use of address space, including creating fraudu-

lent Internet Routing Registry records for prefixes shortly before using them.

Other attackers disguised their activities by announcing routes with origin

Autonomous Systems (ASes) consistent with historic route announcements,

and in one case, with the Autonomous System Number (ASN) in a RPKI

Route Origin Authorization. Finally, the work quantifies the substantial and

actively-exploited surface in unrouted space, which warrants reconsideration

of RPKI eligibility and policies by both operators and RIRs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Problem

Malicious use of Internet address space has been a persistent threat for decades.

In some cases this malicious use involves an actor falsely asserting ownership

of addresses they do not in fact own. In other cases a malicious actor uses its

own address space for fraudulent activity such as spam or malware distribution.

They may obtain such addresses fraudulently, e.g., by forging documentation

needed to procure it, or they may acquire it from hosting companies that know-

ingly lease address space for malicious use. Malicious actors enjoy advantages

against those trying to thwart their activities, the biggest advantage being the

difficulty of detecting illegitimate users of address space in real time, especially

at high traffic rates common in busy parts of the Internet. Compounding the

challenge, privacy concerns have triggered legislation [47, 16] that has reduced

accessibility to data that enables attribution of Internet address and domain

name ownership [1]. Privacy concerns have also led to development and deploy-

ment of encrypted protocols [31], increasing the challenge of network defenders

more generally.

There have been at least four classes of approaches to prevent and detect

address space abuse. The first class is the maintenance of databases of legit-

imate address ownership, from the myriad Internet Routing Registry (IRR)
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databases that launched in the 1990s [28] to today’s cryptographically signed

Regional Internet Registry (RIR) based Resource Public Key Infrastructure

(RPKI) [24]. An IRR is a database used to share routing information, most im-

portantly it allows an operator to share which Autonomous System(s) (AS(es))

are authorized to originate a prefix. RPKI also proves the association between

specific prefixes and their holders, however, it does so in a manner that can

be cryptographically validated. In both IRR, and RPKI it is up to operators

to decide whether they filter based on the invalidity of a route. The IRR

databases lack validation for who can register routing information and they

have proved hard to accurately maintain. RPKI still faces obstacles, operators

lack incentive to deploy it, misconfigurations are common leading to operators

reluctance to filter based on its invalidity, and it does not protect against hi-

jacks where the hijacker manipulates an AS path and adds the AS authorized

to originate the prefix to the end of the path. The second class of approach is

a more thorough authentication of the entire routing announcement, not just

the originating network, e.g. BGPSec [25, 9]. Efforts in this direction have

continued for decades however they all require modifications to the Border

Gateway Protocol (BGP) protocol, which is an obstacle to deployment given

the vast installed base of BGP software and devices, so actual deployment

may take at least one more decade. The third class of defense is automated

detection of illicit use of address space once it has started; route hijack detec-

tion [29, 30, 35, 64, 57]. Detection techniques have two inherent limitations:

(1) they are reactive – they respond to hijacks after they occur, and (2) it is

challenging to discern hijacks from many legitimate routing changes, and so

detection approaches suffer from false positives [43]. Finally, the fourth class

of defense is the use of blocklists, which many companies distill from third-

party reporting and sell to network defenders [38]. These blocklists consist of

IP addresses or domain names that are implicated in malicious activity, which

operators then use to drop traffic to/from. Despite many attempts to detect

and mitigate BGP hijacks, they are a persistent problem [46, 7, 21, 58, 15, 14].
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1.2 Contributions of This Work

Through the lens of one of the most respected blocklists on the Internet:

Spamhaus Don’t Route Or Peer (DROP) list [37] we undertook a study of

the effectiveness of IRR, RPKI and the DROP list itself. Spamhaus investi-

gators regularly update the DROP list with IPv4 address prefixes that pose

a presumed threat to the Internet community[60]. We use the prefixes added

to the DROP list over a nearly three-year period from June 2019 to March

2022, noting the prefixes that appear and the date that they appeared. We

use DROP for four reasons. First, it is well documented – each entry describes

why it was added [63]. Second, it represents the most seriously abused pre-

fixes, which Spamhaus encourages operators to refuse traffic to/from. Third,

a human validates the decision to add prefixes to the DROP list, increasing

its accuracy [61]. Fourth, access to this data is free, enabling others to more

easily reproduce this work.

The findings and contributions of this work are as follows. We characterize

the address space that appeared in DROP over the nearly 3 year period from

June 5, 2019 to March 30, 2022. Through this characterization it is found

that North America and Africa have larger portions of legacy address space

(large blocks of address space allocated before the establishment of the RIR

system in December, 1997) in DROP labeled hijacked, which may be a direct

result of their policy that prohibits legacy resource holders from RPKI-signing

their addresses. The work reveals that attackers are circumventing defenses

against malicious use of address space, including (1) registering IRR records

for prefixes shortly before the attacker uses those prefixes, (2) announcing

routes with origin ASes consistent with historic route announcements, and (3)

announcing routes with the RPKI-signed origin. Encouragingly, the process of

an owner reclaiming their prefix and having it removed from DROP spurred

RPKI adoption: prefixes removed from DROP were RPKI-signed at a higher

rate (42.5%) than prefixes that were not added to DROP (22.3%). However,

current Regional Internet Registry (RIR) policy around RPKI signing unallo-
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cated address space provides a vulnerability that attackers are exploiting, with

40 unallocated prefixes appearing in DROP during our study period. Further,

of the 36.7 /8 equivalents of allocated but unrouted address space, 6.7 (18.3%)

were RPKI signed in a way that would allow an attacker to hijack the address

space. Because deployment of AS path authentication mechanisms [25, 9] may

take at least one more decade, our analysis demonstrates the interim benefit

of AS0 policies to enable operators to protect their own address space from

abuse.

1.3 Overview

Chapter 2 provides the reader background on the incentive for this work.

Firstly, it covers the foundations of BGP and more specifically how BGP hi-

jacking is possible. Secondly, the two most prominent defense mechanisms

against BGP hijacks which will be analyzed in this work (RPKI, and IRR)

are explained, along with their inherent limitations, and policies that have

impacted their effectiveness. In Chapter 3, for each of the public datasets that

are used in this analysis there is a description that covers, what the dataset

is comprised of, how it was used in this analysis, and where it was obtained.

Chapter 4 performs a thorough characterization of the 712 prefixes that ap-

peared in DROP. Each section characterizes the prefixes based on a different

quality: §4.1 classifies the prefixes based on Spamhaus’s own description of

the prefixes activity, §4.2 classifies the prefixes based on their allocating RIR,

§4.3 classifies them based on their allocation status at the time they appeared

in DROP, and finally §4.4 attempts to infer their activity based on features

observed through BGP. Each section provides greater understanding of the

types of abuse that the Internet is currently facing, and discusses the implica-

tions of this abuse. Chapter 5 examines the effect that a prefix being added

to DROP had on the routing system, and on the behavior of both attackers

and network operators. Chapters 6 and 7 examine the effectiveness of IRR and
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RPKI respectively. They look at what fraction of the DROP prefixes had these

two mechanisms deployed and for the prefixes that did have them deployed,

they analyze why the mechanisms were ineffective at preventing the prefixes

from being used for abuse. Finally in Chapter 8 the study is concluded with a

discussion of the implications of this works findings and suggestions for future

solutions.



Chapter 2

Background & Related Work

This chapter first provides an explanation of BGP and describes the underly-

ing vulnerability in BGP that makes BGP hijacking possible. It then looks at

previous work that has examined how malicious actors are exploiting this vul-

nerability in BGP. The two address use authorization systems that we evaluate

in this work, IRR, and RPKI are then explained, along with their limitations.

Lastly, policies held by RIRs that have significantly inhibited the deployment

of the RPKI are mentioned.

2.1 BGP Hijacks

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a fundamental component of network-

ing which is responsible for communicating routing policies between distinct

networks known as Autonomous Systems (ASes), creating the mesh of inter-

connected networks which we know as the Internet. An AS is a large network

or group of networks that has a unified routing policy, each AS has a unique

identifier known as an ASN. An AS uses BGP to announce a block of IP ad-

dresses (these blocks of IP addresses are referred to as prefixes) for which it

has routes, the AS that makes this announcement is the origin AS. These an-

nouncements are then propagated to neighboring ASes creating a path of ASNs

called the AS path, which can be used to reach that prefix. Because BGP relies

on trust between ASes, an AS can announce a prefix which it does not own.
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130.217.1.1

130.217.0.0/24 AS2

Attacker AS
AS2

130.217.1.1Request for 130.217.1.1

legitimate holder
of 130.217.0.0/16

AS681
AS1

Announcing:

130.217.0.0/16 AS1 AS681
130.217.0.0/24 AS1 AS2Announcing:

130.217.0.0/16 AS681

Announcing:

Figure 2.1: An example of a BGP hijack. The University of Waikato AS681

legitimately announces their /16. The attacker AS2 announces a more specific

/24 within Waikatos /16. When a request is made to AS1 for the address

130.217.1.1 (which falls within both the /16 and /24), BGP favors the more

specific route i.e. the /24, and so traffic is directed to the attacker AS2.

When an AS does so without permission (illegitimately), it is a BGP hijack.

Figure 2.1 shows a theoretical example of an attacker (AS2) hijacking a more

specific prefix within the University of Waikato prefix 130.217.0.0/16. In 2002,

accidental misconfigurations were a common type of hijack [40]. Intentional

hijacks have been used by cyber criminals for interception of traffic destined

to the hijacked addresses [10], or as a way to use the addresses themselves to

send spam [51] or perform large-scale DDoS attacks [66].

In 2015, Vervier et al. [72] illuminated the presence of hijacks occurring

regularly in the wild. They manually examined the BGP behavior of 437

prefixes that sent spam to spam traps under their control, and found 64 had

behavior that resembled a hijack. All 437 prefixes were unannounced by their

owner prior to being hijacked. For 5 of these 64 prefixes, the hijacker forged

the AS path by using the ASN that previously originated the prefix as the

origin of their paths, making the announcement falsely appear as if originated

by the legitimate owner [49, 23].

In 2018 Testart et al. [65] profiled the behavior of serial hijacker ASes that

repeatedly offend by hijacking lot of different prefixes. The authors acquired

a set of known hijacking ASes from network operator mailing lists to analyze

the characteristics and behavior patterns of these hijacking ASes and how they
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differed from legitimate ASes. They used this knowledge to train a classifier

to infer other ASes with similar features to be hijackers. Of the 19,103 ASes

in their prediction set, their classifier found 934 ASes having similar behavior

to serial hijackers.

2.2 Address use authorization systems

As early as the 1990s, recognition of the need to provide some accountability

and attribution around IP address work led to the creation of systems to allow

ISPs to register information regarding how they will use their resources, so

that ISPs can make appropriate routing decisions.

2.2.1 IRR

The Internet Routing Registry (IRR) is a set of 25+ distributed routing infor-

mation databases that use the Routing Policy Specification Language (RPSL)

to enable network operators to share information [28]. The Routing Assets

Database (RADb) – operated by Merit – is the most complete IRR, as in ad-

dition to being an IRR itself, it mirrors various other IRRs [42]. The most

important record in the IRR is the route object, which contains the IP prefix

and origin AS that a network intends to announce in BGP.

Lack of incentive for network operators to maintain accurate records in

the IRR has reduced its utility. Worse, lack of validation of registration data

renders the IRR vulnerable to abuse by attackers who can easily register false

information and even revoke registrations of others’ address space [55, 45, 20].

2.2.2 Resource Public Key Infrastructure

The integrity limitations of the IRRs ultimately led to development of the

now recommended approach to prevent unauthorized use of address space:

the Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [36, 24]. The RPKI supports

cryptographic attestation that a network, identified by their ASN, is authorized
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Validity

Prefix Length

130.217.0.0/16 /16AS682
ROAs:

130.217.0.0/16 /16AS681

Origin Prefix Max Length

130.217.0.0/16 ValidAS681

130.217.0.0/16AS682 Valid

130.217.0.0/16

130.217.0.0/24 Invalid

InvalidAS2

AS3

Invalid Origin
Routes:

Origin Prefix

Invalid Origin &

Figure 2.2: An example of two ROAs covering a single prefix. An RPKI route

is valid if ANY of the ROAs are valid therefore both AS681 and AS682 can

make valid announcements for 130.217.0.0/16. The bottom two routes are

examples of invalid origin ASes, the bottom route additionally has an invalid

prefix length as the length of the prefix is more specific than that of the ROA.

to originate a route for a prefix into the global routing system (known as a

route origin authorization or ROA). Each of the five RIRs have their own key

that they use in the signing of ROAs provided by their members. A ROA

may contain an ASN that is permitted to originate a prefix, or AS0 if the

prefix, and any more specific prefix within, should not be routed. A route is

RPKI-valid if any ROA asserts the announcement as valid – i.e. the origin AS

matches a ROA for the prefix, and the prefix length is less than or equal to the

maximum prefix length contained in the ROA. A route is RPKI-invalid if there

is one or more ROAs for a prefix, but the origin AS does not match the ASN

in any of the available ROAs, or the ROA’s maximum prefix length attribute

is less than the length of the prefix contained in the route. Examples of both

valid and invalid routes are shown in Figure 2.2. Both RIRs and individual

networks can create AS0 ROAs – a network can assert that their allocated

address space should not be routed, and an RIR can assert that unallocated

address space in their free pool should not be routed.

Success of the RPKI at preventing origin hijacks requires two sides of partic-

ipation: networks must register their own prefixes in the RPKI, and networks
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must drop all BGP assertions for prefixes that are RPKI-invalid. This latter

practice is called route origin validation (ROV). The use of ROV will prevent

origin hijacks of prefixes that have valid ROAs.

RPKI misconfigurations may result in the flagging of legitimate announce-

ments as invalid [73], a risk that has slowed the deployment of ROV [13].

Network operators began gradually deploying RPKI in 2011. As of March

2022, approximately 35% of observably routed prefixes have RPKI-valid an-

nouncements [44]. However, RPKI does not protect from rogue ASes from

propagating invalid announcements from their neighbors, nor from BGP path

manipulation hijacks [12], where a hijacker forges the legitimate owner’s ASN

for the origin of the prefix. Vervier et al. highlighted that hijacks using the

owner’s ASN were still a possibility with RPKI [72]. This work identifies a

real world example of an attacker that circumvented RPKI and performed a

RPKI-valid hijack.

2.3 The Regional Internet Registry System and

IPv4 Exhaustion

Originally the IPv4 registry was just a list of IP address ranges and the or-

ganisations to whom they had been allocated to. As more entities joined the

Internet, this list of allocations grew so the Internet Assigned Numbers Au-

thority (IANA) was created to facilitate this responsibility. Despite this, as a

result of the Internet’s rapid expansion, it became evident that IANA would

not be able to scale to fulfill the range of different regional requirements. And

so five regional level subsidiary organisations were established to assume allo-

cation in collaboration with IANA. The five RIRs that were established are:

AFRINIC, APNIC, ARIN, LACNIC, and RIPE.

In early 2011, IANA assigned each of the 5 RIRs with the final /8 blocks

of IPv4 address space. ARIN exhausted its address space by 2015. APNIC,

RIPE, and LACNIC deployed policies to ease the rate of address space deple-
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tion once they reached their last /8 blocks. These policies limited allocations

to members to a maximum prefix size of /22. Because AFRINIC had fewer

members than other RIRs, there was less demand for address space, and they

were slower to reach their final /8. It was not until reaching their last /11 in

2020 that AFRINIC enforced a policy limiting the prefix allocation size to a

/22 [3]. This made AFRINIC a target for fraudulent address requests [18].

2.4 Policies Inhibiting RPKI Uptake

2.4.1 RPKI Signing of Legacy Address Space

Legacy prefixes are prefixes that were directly allocated to a recipient be-

fore the inception of the RIR system in December, 1997 and therefore, their

holder may not have any affiliation with any of the five RIRs. Legacy resource

holders have stronger property rights than operators who obtain prefixes from

RIRs [39]. This leads to a tussle between prefix holders and the RIRs, as

only an RIR can RPKI-sign a prefix. ARIN and AFRINIC will not RPKI-sign

legacy resources unless the resource holder signs their Registration Service

Agreement (RSA) [4, 8]. Signing an RSA with an RIR causes the resource

holder to lose all of their legacy rights therefore legacy holders in ARIN, and

AFRINIC are often reluctant to sign these RSAs [39]. APNIC, LACNIC and

RIPE will RPKI-sign legacy address space without the resource holder signing

their RSA, provided the legacy resource holder can prove their ownership of

the resource [56, 32, 33, 52].

Legacy address space also has a smaller fraction of used addresses when

compared to allocated address space, as many organizations acquired much

more IPv4 address space than they needed [11]. For example the University of

Waikato acquired a block of 65,536 addresses but will never need this many, as

did most other universities in New Zealand. The policy challenges in RPKI-

signing legacy space [4, 8], combined with the fact that legacy address space

is often left unannounced, render legacy address space an easy target for a
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hijacker.

2.4.2 Using AS0 to Assert Invalidity

Because unallocated address space should not be routed, several RIRs have

discussed policies to allow the RIR itself to create AS0 ROAs for unallocated

address space. As of May 2022, APNIC and LACNIC have implemented such

policies to create AS0 ROAs, however, they sign these ROAs with a key that is

not configured by default in RPKI validation software [5, 48]. APNIC’s public

statement is that operators should only use these ROAs for informational

purposes, and not to reject BGP announcements that defy those assertions [5].

These factors inhibit the deployment of defenses that would prevent abuse of

unallocated address space.

Most operators rely on the RIRs to issue and maintain ROAs on their

behalf, which operators configure through a web interface provided by the RIR.

While LACNIC does create AS0 assertions for unallocated address space, its

web interface does not allow operators to create AS0 ROAs for their allocated

resources as of May 2022 [34]. This inhibits the deployment of defenses that

prevent the abuse of allocated but unrouted address space in the LACNIC

region.



Chapter 3

Data Sources

3.1 Spamhaus DROP and SBL Database

Spamhaus is an international organisation that supplies realtime threat in-

telligence information to the Internet’s major networks. Spamhaus compiles

several widely used blocklists, including the Don’t Route Or Peer (DROP) list

of IPv4 prefixes that Spamhaus deems pose a threat to Internet users [60].

Spamhaus manually confirms serious evidence of malicious activity before

adding a prefix to the DROP list [61]. The DROP list contains a list of IPv4

prefixes that Spamhaus recommends a network not accept any packets from.

Spamhaus also maintains the Spamhaus Block List (SBL) database, which

records a justification for why each prefix is in the DROP list [63]. Spamhaus

assigns each unique entry in the DROP list an identifier that allows operators

and researchers to query the SBL database to access this information. We used

daily snapshots of the DROP list that Firehol published in its compilation of

threat intelligence [67] between June 5, 2019 and March 30, 2022– a nearly

3 year period. Over this time, Spamhaus added 712 unique prefixes to the

DROP list. One feature of the SBL database is that prefixes that Spamhaus

removes from the blocklist no longer have public SBL records. Overall, the

SBL records for 526 of the total 712 prefixes that appeared in DROP (73.9%)

were acquired for this work.
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3.2 Supplementary Data Sets

In addition to the Spamhaus DROP blocklist data set, this work used four

additional data sources to support analysis and interpretation of the blocklist

data.

3.2.1 BGP Routing Data

Route Views is a project created by the University of Oregon’s Advanced

Network Technology Center that allows researchers and network operators

to observe global BGP routing information from various perspectives of the

Internet. Every two hours, the RouteViews project publishes snapshots of the

routing tables provided by peers of route collectors operated by RouteViews.

These routing table snapshots contain a list of the prefixes that are observed

by each peer and the AS path to reach that prefix. This work analyzed the

BGP announcements made near the time a prefix appeared in DROP recorded

by all 36 Route Views collectors to investigate routing features that may have

led Spamhaus to blocklist a prefix.

3.2.2 IANA IPv4 Address Space Registry

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) is a standards body that

manages global IP address allocations and ASN allocations [26]. IANA main-

tains a list for the allocation status of all /8 blocks of IPv4 address space.

This list defines whether a /8 block was delegated to an RIR, was allocated

directly to an AS before the establishment of RIRs (legacy), or is reserved by

IANA for a specific application or future use. IANA’s list has a granularity

of /8 blocks and does not account for legacy address space that is returned

to an RIR and then reallocated to a different AS, address space that is dele-

gated to an RIR but not allocated to an AS, or address space that the holder

has transferred to a different RIR from the RIR managing the delegation as

recorded by IANA. Since this work requires knowledge of whether a prefix has
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remained legacy (did not affiliated with an RIR) in order to accurately make

claims related to legacy address space, a method to determine whether a prefix

is currently legacy is devised in Section 3.2.4 which utilizes the IANA Address

Space Registry dataset and the WHOIS database.

3.2.3 RIR Statistics

Each of the five RIRs publish “stats” files that provide a snapshot of the status

of Internet number resources [6], and the RIRs archive these files. These

files adhere to the RIR statistics exchange format [6]. RIPE maintain an

FTP server that contains current and historical statistics files for each of the

RIRs [54]. This work used each of the stats files to find the status of each

prefix at the date that the prefix appeared in DROP. The status of a prefix

is either allocated or assigned meaning that a RIR has allocated the prefix to

an AS, or reserved or available which is how the RIRs label address space that

they have not yet allocated to an AS. We use these stats files to determine

which RIR a prefix was allocated to and what the status of the prefix was at

the time it appeared in DROP.

3.2.4 WHOIS Database

To access information regarding the holder of address space, RIRs offer public

access registration data via their WHOIS service. The WHOIS protocol is a

query and response protocol used to query the databases containing registered

users or assignees of an Internet resource [17]. For DROP prefixes within an

IANA legacy /8 block, we use the prefixes registration date in the WHOIS

database to determine whether each prefix remains legacy or has become af-

filiated with a RIR. If the registration date is before the establishment of the

RIR system (11 December 1997) then we infer that the prefix has retained its

legacy status, and if it was after this date then we infer that the prefix has

affiliated with a RIR.
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MAINT−AS38022

descr:

origin:

mnt−by:

changed:

source:

130.217.0.0/16

On behalf of REANNZ Member

AS681

noc@reannz.co.nz 20140516

RADB

route:

Figure 3.1: A IRR route object for the University of Waikato prefix

130.217.0.0/16, in the RADb.

3.2.5 IRR

Merit archive daily snapshots of the RADb [50]. which this work utilizes to

view historical IRR records relating to the prefixes in DROP. Figure 3.1 shows

an example of the fields that comprise an IRR route object. The fields are de-

scribed as follows: route contains the prefix of the route to be originated, descr

contains text that describes the route, origin contains the AS that is autho-

rized to originate the route, mnt-by contains the ORG-ID of the organization

that configures (maintains) the IRR object, changed specifies who submitted

the update and when the object was updated, and source contains the name

of the routing registry.

3.2.6 RPKI

RIPE maintains an archive of historic RPKI ROAs for each RIR [53]. RIPE

publish daily RPKI ROAs to this archive which contain lists of RPKI signed

prefixes and the AS they are signed to. We parse the data from every RIRs

ROA files for each day from June 5, 2019 to March 30, 2022 and determine if

a DROP prefix is RPKI signed by checking it is within a prefix in a ROA file

or not.



Chapter 4

Characterizing Prefixes in

DROP

4.1 By Spamhaus Category

The SBL record (which is free form text) for each prefix was processed and

each prefix was and placed into one or more of the following categories:

1. Hijacked (HJ). Prefixes an attacker obtains through fraud from an RIR

or through announcing a prefix that an RIR assigned to another network.

2. Snowshoe Spam (SS). Prefixes are used by spammers to originate spam

from many IP addresses within a prefix, in order to evade detection.

3. Known Spam Operation (KS). Prefixes under the control of, or other-

wise connected with, a spam operation.

4. Malicious Hosting (MH). Prefixes used by bulletproof hosting services

knowingly hosting malicious actors.

5. Unallocated (UA). Prefixes that neither IANA nor an RIR has allocated

to an AS (but attackers are using). These prefixes are also often referred to

as ‘bogon’ prefixes.
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Record Keyword Classification

SBL310721 AS204139 spammer hosting malicious host-

ing

SBL240976 hijacked IP range ...

billing@ahostinginc.com

hijack

SBL502548 Snowshoe IP block on Stolen

AS62927 ... james.joh-

nson@networxhosting.com

snowshoe, hijack

SBL322513 Register Of Known Spam Opera-

tions ... snowshoe range

known spam

operation, snow-

shoe

SBL294939 Register Of Known Spam Opera-

tions ... illegal netblock hijacking op-

eration

known spam op-

eration, hijack

SBL325529 Department of Defense ... Spamhaus

believes that this IP address range is

being used or is about to be used for the

purpose of high volume spam emission.

snowshoe

Table 4.1: Excerpts from SBL records that I used to classify DROP prefixes.

6. No SBL Record (NR). Prefixes that the SBL record could not be obtained

for, because Spamhaus had removed the record after the prefix holder had

remediated and before this work was started.

To categorize each prefix, each SBL record was searched for the case-

insensitive strings: ‘hijack’ + ‘stolen’, ‘snowshoe’, ‘known spam operation’,

‘hosting’, and ‘unallocated‘+‘bogon’, as illustrated in Table 4.1. The word

‘hosting’ in the first record of Table 4.1 led to that SBL record being classified

as malicious hosting. It was manually verified that Spamhaus used ‘hosting’ in

relation to a malicious activity – e.g. spam hosting, bulletproof hosting, botnet
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Figure 4.1: Classification of Spamhaus DROP entries. The bottom segments

of the bars are portions of prefixes (left) and /24 equivalents (right) with the

corresponding classification exclusively. The segments above are portions of

entries with the second labeled classification additionally. Although prefixes

with the label snowshoe take up nearly a third of prefix additions in DROP,

they are small prefixes and comprise only 4.76% of address space. In contrast

the hijack and bogon categories contain large prefixes and therefore have larger

portions of address space.

hosting etc, to avoid spurious classifications that could occur when hosting was

not used in that context, such as in the second and third records in Table 4.1.

90% of SBL records contained one keyword, 2.7% of SBL records contained

two keywords, and the remaining 7.3% of SBL records contained none. For this

last category the prefix’s category was manually inferred, e.g., The last record

in Table 4.1 (SBL325529) was classified as snowshoe spam because Spamhaus

had reason to believe that the IP range could be used for high volume spam

emission. There were two prefixes where Spamhaus did not provide enough

information to infer an accurate label, so these prefixes were not included in

any category reliant analysis.
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The hijack and snowshoe categories were the largest, each around a third

of the prefixes in DROP as shown in Figure 4.1. The categories show little

overlap: snowshoe prefixes show the most overlap with other categories, but

only 15 of 226 snowshoe prefixes had a second classification.

Each prefix was annotated with any ASNs listed in the SBL records as

the “malicious ASN”. To find these ASNs each SBL record was searched for

any matches of the regular expression: ‘AS[0-9]+’ which matches on the string

“AS” followed by one or more digits. ASNs were found for 190 (26.6%) of

the DROP prefixes, the majority of which (130, 68.4%) Spamhaus classified

as hijacked.

4.1.1 AFRINIC issues

Finally, 48.8% of the DROP address space related to two isolated AFRINIC

incidents. In the first incident, an investigator claimed in 2019 that someone

had manipulated the WHOIS records for several large prefixes managed by

AFRINIC, allowing them to be sold fraudulently. An employee of AFRINIC

allegedly exploited their position to modify the WHOIS database and then sold

the affected IPv4 address space to a variety of Internet companies [69, 68]. 45

prefixes related to this incident appeared in the DROP list and were labeled

hijacked.

The second incident was a legal dispute between AFRINIC and Cloud Inno-

vations (AS398968). Cloud Innovation breached AFRINIC policy by deploying

their AFRINIC resources outside of Africa. AFRINIC tried to reclaim these

resources but Cloud Innovation has legally appealed this reclamation and so

for now Cloud Innovation still holds the resources [71, 70]. Spamhaus has

listed the 8 associated prefixes in DROP and labeled them hijacked, as they

support the reclamation by AFRINIC.

Although the 45 prefixes related to both of these incidents made up only

6.3% of the prefixes in DROP, they made up 48.8% of the DROP address space.

Their large size and anomalous character relative to the rest of the prefixes
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labeled hijacked in DROP motivated us to exclude these 45 (of the 712 total

DROP) prefixes from our analysis in further chapters to avoid skewing our

characterization of the hijacked prefixes in DROP.

4.2 By RIR

In this section this work analyzed whether prefixes from a specific RIR were

more heavily represented in DROP, and if so in which DROP category. This

information could highlight systemic issues within an RIR leading to criminals

targeting its address space for abuse.

Figure 4.2: RIR managing prefixes in DROP (including prefixes related to

AFRINIC issue discussed in §4.1.1). The top bar is the entire IPv4 address

space by RIR (from the stats files §3.2.3). The bar below is the distribution

of address space in DROP. RIPE has the largest percentage of prefixes but

a much smaller percentage of address space in DROP. In contrast, AFRINIC

has a small percentage of entries but a large percentage of the total address

space covered by prefixes in DROP, because hijackers target large AFRINIC

prefixes.

RIPE NCC allocated 46.8% of the prefixes in DROP, but these prefixes

accounted for only 8.7% of the address space represented by all prefixes in

DROP. In contrast, AFRINIC allocated 9% of prefixes in DROP but 57.7% of

the DROP address space as illustrated in Figure 4.2. (AFRINIC prefixes com-

prise only 3.4% of the global IPv4 address space.) This difference is consistent

with AFRINIC’s smaller membership and delay in enforcement of IPv4 ex-

haustion policies (which reduced the maximum prefix allocation size) relative
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Figure 4.3: Breakdown of categories for Spamhaus DROP prefixes (left) and

address space (right) by RIR. Prefixes from AFRINIC, APNIC, and ARIN

were primarily hijacked prefixes, LACNIC had almost no hijacked prefixes but

the majority of unallocated prefixes. RIPE NCC had the largest portion of

suspected snowshoe prefixes.

to other RIRs as discussed in §2.3.

Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of DROP prefixes across RIRs as a func-

tion of DROP’s abuse category. AFRINIC and ARIN had the highest per-

centage of hijacked prefixes: 47 of the 64 (73.4%) AFRINIC prefixes, and 141

of 231 (60.5%) ARIN prefixes. AFRINIC and ARIN have the lowest percent-

ages of actively used address space – the largest fraction of address space that

is allocated but not routed [74]. Prior work established that hijackers target

these unused prefixes [72]. Further, in a recent study of the IPv4 address

space, AFRINIC and ARIN had the lowest percentage of RPKI-signed pre-

fixes [13]. In contrast, LACNIC and RIPE NCC had the highest percentage of

actively used address space, and RPKI-signed prefixes [74, 13]. DROP labeled

5 (14.3%) of the 35 LACNIC prefixes, and 8 (2.4%) of the 333 RIPE NCC
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Figure 4.4: Size of prefixes in DROP by RIR. AFRINIC had large prefixes

in DROP relative to the prefixes from other RIRs even after filtering out

the anomalous AFRINIC prefixes (§4.1.1, which are not shown here) 60% of

AFRINIC prefixes were larger than /20. In contrast, 98% of RIPE prefixes

were /20 or smaller.

prefixes as hijacked.

RIPE NCC had the majority of snowshoe spam prefixes in DROP. There

were 196 RIPE NCC prefixes classified as snowshoe by Spamhaus, representing

86.7% of the snowshoe prefixes. This may be related to criminals being less

likely to face legal consequences in Europe [41].

4.2.1 Effect of Policies Inhibiting RPKI Uptake

As described in §2.4, ARIN and AFRINIC do not allow legacy resource holders

to sign their legacy prefixes without signing a RSA. These two RIRs also

had the largest number of legacy prefixes that appeared in DROP. 55 ARIN

legacy prefixes appeared in DROP, and Spamhaus labeled 15 of these hijacked.

Similarly, 41 AFRINIC legacy prefixes appeared in DROP, and Spamhaus

labeled 35 of these hijacked. This was far more in comparison to the RIRs
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that do allow legacy resource holders to sign legacy prefixes; 7 appeared from

APNIC, 2 from RIPE and 1 from LACNIC. Thus, RIR policies may be having

an observable impact on the ability of an attacker to conduct abuse on the

address space managed by these RIRs, and increased RPKI deployment in

other regions may create incentives for attackers to exploit address space that

does not qualify for use of the RPKI.

4.3 By Allocation Status

Figure 4.5: Allocation status of prefixes in DROP by abuse category. Hijackers

are more likely to target legacy prefixes, 42% of hijacked address space was

legacy as of March 2022, which is greater than the percentage (34%) of legacy

prefixes in the total IPv4 address space. The many known spam operation

legacy prefixes relate to a single operation that specializes in acquiring address

space for spammers.

Figure 4.5 shows the allocation of prefixes and address space by category

for the 712 prefixes in DROP. There were 30 legacy known spam operation pre-

fixes (45% of known spam operation address space), all related to a single spam
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operation that Spamhaus referred to as Big Sky Services, which specializes in

acquiring address space and leasing it to spammers [62]. One method they

used to acquire address space was purchasing the assets of defunct companies

and then maintaining the appearance that the company was still in opera-

tion [62]. The abusers acquired an old legitimate ISP AS3502 (Intelligence

Network Online, Inc.) that had legacy address space, and leased the prefixes

to the spamming networks AS204472 and AS203999.

33 prefixes labeled hijacked (52% of hijacked address space) were legacy, a

much larger percentage relative to the global legacy IPv4 address space, which

was 34% in December 1997 [27], but is even less now due to legacy space being

returned to RIRs. This shows that hijackers were more often targeting legacy

resources for their hijacks, which was likely directly related to the large size

of these prefixes, that they were often dormant, and for ARIN and AFRINIC

because the resource holder had no means of deploying RPKI.

4.4 By BGP Activity

Samples of prefixes were taken from each DROP category and a large contrast

in these prefixes BGP activity was observed proximate to their appearance

in DROP. A timeline of the BGP activity for these samples is provided in

Appendix A. The hijacked prefixes were mostly announced for short periods.

Most hijacked prefixes either started being announced or had a change in

origin AS within 2 months before they appeared in DROP which was likely

the initiation of the hijack for malicious activity.

The snowshoe category contained more prefixes announced for longer pe-

riods, with no correlation to the date they appeared in DROP. However, there

were still prefixes (e.g. 68.66.60.0/24) whose behavior resembles that of the

hijacked prefixes. The ASes announcing known spam operation prefixes con-

sistently announced them in BGP for long periods. Although some of these

prefixes changed origin AS, there was no correlation between these changes
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Figure 4.6: CDF for the number of days prefixes in DROP had at least one AS

announcing them for the 300 days before they appeared in DROP. 81% of the

hijacked address space was announced for at least one day but not the entire

300 days of our window, consistent with the hypothesis that hijackers are more

often targeting dormant address space. Both the known spam operation and

malicious hosting prefix categories had more than 80% of the corresponding

address space announced on all of the 300 days, consistent with the hypothesis

that this address space is legitimately allocated.

and when they appeared in DROP. The BGP activity for these prefixes was

more comparable to the BGP activity of a legitimate prefix.

To examine whether the features we observed in these samples hold for all

prefixes Figure 4.6, shows the duration of prefixes observed in BGP in the 300-

day window before they appeared in DROP. 33.3% of hijacked address space

was announced for between 1 and 100 days. Only 7% of hijacked address

space was announced for all 200 days, confirming that most hijacked prefixes

in DROP were previously dormant (unrouted by the legitimate owner). There

were no previous announcements for 12.4% of the address space that DROP

inferred as hijacked. Three scenarios could lead to this outcome: (1) Spamhaus

added to DROP a less specific prefix of a hijacked prefix; (2) A prefix was stolen

by means other than BGP hijacking; or (3) Spamhaus incorrectly inferred a
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hijack.

Of the prefixes labeled as snowshoe spam, (30%) of the contained ad-

dress space was not observed in BGP, and 55% was observed on all 300 days.

Spamhaus will pre-emptively add address space to DROP if it has threat in-

telligence that suggests the address space will be used for the dissemination

of spam [59], which explains the large percentage of address space categorized

as snowshoe but not observed in BGP. The known spam operation and mali-

cious hosting categories both had more than 80% of address space advertised

in BGP on all of the 300 days before they appeared in DROP.

Figure 4.7: The number of days prior to appearing in DROP that each prefix

labeled hijacked appeared in BGP originated by the SBL-labeled AS. 51% of

hijacked address space did not appear in DROP until more than 2 months

after the presumed hijacker announced it.

For each prefix in DROP labeled hijacked the hijack took place prior to

the prefix appearing in DROP. This illustrates the limitation of blocklisting

as a mitigation mechanism; it is reactive in nature. Figure 4.7 shows the

time between each prefix first being announced by the hijacker in BGP and

appearing in DROP. More than half of the hijacked address space did not

appear in DROP until more than 2 months after it was hijacked. In this

interim period the hijacker could have used the prefix maliciously and by the
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time it is blocklisted the hijacker could already be targeting different address

space. This creates a cat and mouse like situation where hijackers are always

one step ahead of blocklist maintainers.

4.4.1 Forged LOA Hijacks

For a network operator to have a prefix routed by a transit provider, the

operator may have to prove their ownership of the address space with a Letter

of Authorization (LOA). Hijackers often forge these LOAs and illegitimately

claim address space that does not belong to them.

On July 1, 2021, four /24 prefixes owned by four different defunct compa-

nies appeared in DROP. The SBL record for each prefix stated that a hijacker

took control of the prefix by forging an LOA. In this case, the hijacker reg-

istered the domain name for each of the defunct businesses, providing false

credibility that they were the legitimate owner of the address space. No ASes

were observed advertising these prefixes from January 2015 until March 2022,

so it is unlikely that the hijacker ever used this address space.

Address space was also discovered that exhibited BGP activity resembling a

forged LOA hijack. Two large transit provider ASes were observed originating

BGP advertisements for address space that Spamhaus labeled hijacked. Large

transit providers are not likely to intentionally hijack address space, what

is more likely is that they were deceived into advertising this address space

on behalf of a malicious actor. Of the ASes that were observed originating

announcements for DROP prefixes in the 200-day window before the prefix

appeared in DROP, Figure 4.8 shows that only AS174 (Cogent) and AS3356

(Level3) had a customer cone size (the size of the set of ASes that can be

reached from a given AS following only customer links) larger than 10,000

ASes. In total ,these two ASes originated announcements for 19 large DROP

prefixes which composed 28.7% of the hijacked DROP address space.

Between July 2019 and September 2019, AS174 illegitimately announced

6 /16 prefixes that later appeared in DROP. Two of these prefixes were Aus-
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Figure 4.8: Each origin AS in BGP announcements for prefixes in DROP.

There is a large concentration of small ASes observed announcing 1-20 DROP

prefixes. The larger ASes observed were likely deceived by malicious actors

into announcing the prefixes.

tralian government networks. From June 2021 to July 2021, Level3 (AS3356)

advertised five prefixes that Spamhaus labeled hijacked. Both AS174 and

AS3356 withdrew the prefixes from BGP shortly after the prefixes appeared

in DROP, presumably after learning the illegitimate nature of the announce-

ments.

4.4.2 Collateral Prefixes

In some instances when an AS hijacked a prefix, Spamhaus added all other pre-

fixes announced by that AS to DROP despite some of them being legitimately

allocated to the hijacking AS.

On January 28, 2020, 8 prefixes appeared in DROP that AS18013 had an-

nounced. Each SBL record stated ‘AS18013 ASLINE - IP hijackers’, however,

AS18013 controlled the WHOIS record for 3 of the prefixes. Spamhaus in-

formed us that when they identified AS18013 as a hijacker, Spamhaus added
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all prefixes announced by AS18013 to DROP.

On February 2, 2020, Spamhaus added to DROP all of the address space

(4 prefixes) announced by the actor allegedly behind the AFRINIC hijacks

(Netstyle A. LTD, AS199267, AS43945, AS58018). One of these prefixes was

a hijacked AFRINIC prefix but the other three were legitimately allocated to

Netstyle.

Figure 4.9: Fraction of an AS’s address space in DROP on the date its pre-

fix(es) appeared in DROP. For ASes that only announced one prefix, Spamhaus

always added the entire prefix. 11% of ASes originating 3 or more prefixes in

BGP had all of their address space in DROP. In these instances it is possible

that Spamhaus blocklisted the entire AS’s routed address space irrespective of

it being used maliciously or not.

Figure 4.9 shows the fraction of an AS’s address space that was in DROP

at the time each AS’s prefix appeared in DROP. The 11% of ASes with 3 or

more prefixes in BGP that had their entire address space in DROP at the

time their prefix appeared in DROP were examined. In addition to ASLINE

and Netstyle, 2 more ASes that had all of their address space in DROP with

SBL records that said they were a hijacker when the prefix was legitimately

allocated to the AS were found. In total of the prefixes that appeared in
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DROP, 11 were found to be collateral prefixes, which was 2.2% of the hijacked

address space.



Chapter 5

Effect of Blocklisting

This section, investigates the effect that blocklisting had on routing visibility

and RPKI uptake.

5.1 Routing Visibility

The available BGP data set suggests that a prefix being listed in DROP caused

some of the attackers (or their transit providers) to withdraw the prefix as

shown in Figure 5.1: 19% of the prefixes were withdrawn within 30 days of be-

ing listed in DROP. For prefixes that Spamhaus labeled hijacked or unallocated

the percentage was higher: 70.7% and 54.8%, respectively. These two cate-

gories stand out as expected; prefixes in these categories were being advertised

illegitimately, and illegitimate announcers likely withdrew prefixes once the

addresses were less effective for their malicious applications. Further, at the

transit level, 4 RouteViews peers provided full tables but appeared to use the

DROP list to filter prefixes listed in DROP from BGP announcements (right

panel in Figure 5.1). The categories with low fractions of prefixes that were

withdrawn from BGP contained mostly prefixes that RIRs legitimately allo-

cated to these ASes who were using them maliciously, e.g. bulletproof hosting

companies.

The category with the largest percentage of address space that was deallocated

by an RIR after appearing in DROP was malicious hosting. Of the malicious
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Figure 5.1: This plot shows visibility of prefixes (fraction of peers observing

each DROP prefix) on the x axis, and a CDF of the fraction of total DROP

prefixes on the y axis. When comparing the visibility before the prefixes appear

in DROP to after they appear in DROP, there is a reduction in visibility.

19% of prefixes listed in DROP were not BGP-observed 30 days after being

listed, suggesting that appearing in DROP may have motivated the malicious

actor to withdraw the prefix from BGP. Four RouteViews peers appeared to

filter DROP prefixes from their BGP announcements, suggesting that some

networks use DROP to filter in the (BGP) control plane.

hosting prefixes, 17.4% were already allocated when they appeared in DROP

and had their allocations withdrawn by the end of March 2022. A similar pat-

tern occurred for prefixes Spamhaus removed from DROP: 8.8% of the prefixes

Spamhaus removed were deallocated. Half of these prefixes Spamhaus removed

within a week of an RIR deallocating them, which suggests that Spamhaus re-

moved them as a result of their deallocation.

5.2 Improved RPKI Uptake

Table 5.1 examines the RPKI properties of 650 prefixes that were not RPKI-

signed when they were added to DROP. Each region has a base level of RPKI

activity, with the RIPE region having the largest fraction of unsigned prefixes

whose resource holders signed during this study. For all but AFRINIC, the
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Never Removed Present

in DROP from DROP in DROP

AFRINIC 11.8% of 3901 14.3% of 7 0.0% of 11

APNIC 26.3% of 42.2K 44.4% of 18 21.6% of 37

ARIN 8.5% of 65.2K 25.0% of 40 0.6% of 169

LACNIC 25.5% of 15.1K 35.1% of 37 0% of 9

RIPE NCC 33.0% of 68.2K 54.2% of 83 19.8% of 172

Overall 22.3% of 195.6K 42.5% of 186 13.8% of 420

Table 5.1: RPKI signing rate of prefixes without a ROA that Spamhaus added

to DROP between June 5, 2019 and March 30, 2022. A larger fraction of

prefixes had a ROA created if they were removed from DROP than if they

were never in DROP for most regions. A smaller fraction of prefixes had a

ROA created if they were not removed from DROP.

signing rate of prefixes that Spamhaus removed from DROP was larger than

this base level, indicating that operators were motivated to deploy RPKI as

part of the process of getting their prefix removed from DROP. This process

requires the prefix owner to prove that the problem has been resolved and

will not continue [61]. Security-conscious network operators most likely own

these prefixes, and will more likely deploy preventive measures to prevent their

re-appearance in DROP. Similarly, the signing rate of prefixes that remained

in DROP was lower than this base level, suggesting that these prefixes are

relatively neglected.



Chapter 6

Effectiveness of IRR

This chapter, investigates the effectiveness of IRR by analyzing how operators

and attackers both used IRR for the prefixes that appeared in DROP.

In the 7-day window before appearing in DROP, 226 DROP prefixes (31.7%)

covering 68.8% of the DROP address space had either a route object in the

RADb IRR (§2.2.1) with an exact match or a more specific prefix. The RADb

IRR contains evidence suggesting attackers used IRR to make their activities

appear legitimate, as 32% of the prefixes with route objects had their route

object created during the month before the prefix appeared in DROP. More en-

couragingly, 43% of prefixes with route objects had their route object removed

a month after they appeared in DROP.

Focusing on the 130 DROP prefixes whose SBL record reported the prefix

as hijacked by a specific ASN, 69 (55%) either had no route object or had a

route object with a different AS from the DROP-labeled AS. The remaining 57

prefixes (45%) had the labeled hijacking ASN in the route object, suggesting

the hijacker was able to circumvent the RADb authorization process. Overall,

there were 13 different hijacking ASNs in the route objects for these 57 prefixes.

Of the 57 prefixes, 49 had route objects with different origin ASes but

shared three different ORG-IDs, indicating the bulk of the fraudulent entries

were created by three entities. One of these ORG-IDs created IRR records for

15 of the hijacked DROP prefixes, using various origin ASes. Each of these
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Figure 6.1: Other than 2 prefixes that had already been in BGP for over a

year, the remaining prefixes appeared in BGP shortly after creation of the IRR

record.

prefixes were announced shortly after the route object was created and each

had a common AS in their announced path: AS50509, which hijacked unrouted

prefixes using defunct ASes as the origin, and creating IRR route objects with

these defunct ASes. For all but 2 of the 57 prefixes, the hijacker AS started

announcing the prefix in BGP less than a week after they created the IRR

record (Figure 6.1). In the other 2 instances, the hijacker created the IRR

record more than a year after they had already been announcing the prefix

in BGP. The prefixes these hijacking ASes were targeting were all apparently

abandoned, as only 5 of the prefixes had existing IRR entries prior to the

DROP-labeled AS creating their entry.

There was 1 prefix in DROP that was unallocated when an AS created

a route object for it. No unallocated prefix should be routed, therefore un-

allocated prefixes should not be accepted into the IRR. The fact that it was

further highlights the lack of verification performed by RADb.

These findings prove that IRR databases in their current form can not be

relied on to accurately authenticate BGP announcements. To remediate this
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problem IRR operators need to implement more rigorous ownership validation

processes in which they ensure that route objects may only be created by

entities who are legitimately allocated each specific IPv4 resource. This could

be achieved in collaboration with RIRs, as RIRs hold the information regarding

the ASes who have been allocated IPv4 resources. Another takeaway from

these findings and possibility for future work is that the creation of forged

IRR records could be used as a preemptive signal to identify BGP hijacks,

seeing as in most instances attackers created the IRR records just days before

they hijacked the prefix.



Chapter 7

Effectiveness of RPKI

This chapter, (1) investigates the effectiveness of RPKI by analyzing hijacks

of any RPKI-signed prefixes added to DROP, (2) discusses the implications of

these hijacks for RPKI-signed prefixes more broadly, and (3) discusses potential

solutions such as AS0.

7.1 Evidence of RPKI-valid Hijacks

Of the 179 prefixes labeled hijacked, only three were RPKI-signed before they

were blocklisted. This infers that hijackers do not usually target RPKI-signed

prefixes but rather target unallocated or unrouted non-RPKI signed address

spaces. The entity allegedly hijacking two of these prefixes appeared to control

the ROA, as the ASN in published ROAs changed when the BGP origin ASN

changed in the two years prior to the prefix appearing in DROP. However, the

third prefix is a real-world demonstration of the limitations in capability of

the current RPKI deployment.

Consider the hijacked RPKI-signed prefix 132.255.0.0/22 illustrated in Fig-

ure 7.1, with a ROA authorizing AS263692 — a Peruvian network under LAC-

NIC — to originate the prefix. While AS263692 routed the prefix via a South

American transit provider (AS21575) for many years, in July 2020 it stopped

i.e. , the prefix became unrouted. In December 2020, we see the prefix again

originated by AS263692 but routed via Russian ASes AS50509 and AS34665
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(no origination for 15 yrs)
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Figure 7.1: Case study of hijacker considering origin AS of historic an-

nouncements. AS263692 is a Peruvian AS with historic transit through a

South American transit provider (AS 21575) and a single RPKI-signed prefix:

132.255.0.0/22. In December 2020, a hijacker begins announcing that prefix,

along with prefixes historically unrouted or originated with a different ASN,

with further announcements in June 2021, through a Russian transit provider

(AS 50509).

who had hijacked the prefix. Recall, AS50509 is also implicated in hijack-

ing unrouted prefixes by creating IRR route objects with the defunct ASes

(Chapter 6). Since the origin AS matched the ROA, the announcement was

deemed by validating software as RPKI-valid, subverting RPKI protections.

On inspecting the BGP routing data for a similar pattern — originated by

AS263692 routed via AS50509 — six additional non-RPKI signed prefixes were

found (Figure 7.1). Of these six, only three prefixes were added to DROP by

Spamhaus.

To prevent hijacks of unrouted RPKI-signed prefixes, the ROA should use

AS0 as the authorized origin. As such, the underlying reason why the hijack of

132.255.0.0/22 was successful was because not only did the AS not route the

prefix, but the ROA contained a non-AS0 ASN. Effectively, this hijack implies
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Figure 7.2: Routing status of ROAs. The majority of ROAs were routed,

though the percentage of signed address space routed declined from 97.1% to

90.5%. Address space equivalent to 6.7 /8s was signed with a non-AS0 ROA

and unrouted as of March 2022.

that any unrouted non-AS0 RPKI-signed prefixes are no better protected than

non-RPKI signed prefixes. Figure 7.2 shows that while the amount of IPv4

address space covered by a ROA has increased, the volume of unrouted but

signed prefixes has also increased, and as of March 2022, the equivalent of 6.7

/8 prefixes (≈112M IPs) are signed but not routed. While these prefixes are

susceptible to hijacks, this risk could be eliminated by the holder signing the

ROAs with AS0.

Figure 7.2 also shows that as of March 2022, the equivalent of 30.0 /8s

were allocated but unrouted and had no ROA. The RIRs managing this address

space were examined, and it was found that the equivalent of 18.25 /8s (60.8%)

was managed by ARIN. Because ARIN manages the bulk of this allocated but

unrouted address space, we encourage ARIN members to develop policy that

incentivizes resource holders to not only use RPKI but also issue AS0 ROAs

when they have no plans to announce the prefix.
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7.2 AS0 Policies at Operator and RIR level

An AS0 ROA prevents unallocated or unrouted address space from being

routed [24] (Section 2.2.2). Given the potential for AS0 policies to considerably

reduce the attack surface in today’s routing system, this section discusses the

different policy considerations and challenges at the operator and RIR level.

7.2.1 Operator AS0

While there was the equivalent of 6.7 /8s unrouted and covered by a non-

AS0 ROA (Figure 7.2) the bulk of this address space (70.1%, the equivalent

of 4.7 /8s) was held by three organizations: Amazon with the equivalent of

3.1 /8s (ROA creation event labeled in Figure 7.2), Prudential Insurance with

one unrouted /8, and Alibaba with the equivalent of 0.64 /8s. As such, a

few organizations adopting AS0 could remediate the majority of the attack

surface.

Notably, one DROP prefix was RPKI-signed with an AS0 ROA by a net-

work operator. Spamhaus added 45.65.112.0/22 to DROP on January 28,

2020. The operator signed it with AS0 on May 5, 2021. Spamhaus removed it

from DROP on June 16, 2021, suggesting that the AS0 ROA played a part in

its removal.

The most likely reason that the unannounced hijacked address space that

appeared in DROP never got signed with AS0 is because the address space

was abandoned with no one to sign it. Another reason operators may hesitate

to RPKI-sign their unused address space with AS0 is because it indicates to

RIRs that address space is not being used, and RIRs are actively seeking to

reclaim IP address space.

7.2.2 RIR AS0

RIRs can create AS0 ROAs for unallocated prefixes. In 2019, APNIC was the

first RIR to propose an AS0 policy. The policy was controversial: some critics
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Figure 7.3: Timeline of when address space unallocated by RIRs appeared in

DROP, and when an AS0 policy was implemented by an RIR. In practice, the

ability of an attacker to hijack an unallocated prefix is not affected by the

RIRs’ current AS0 policies.

considered it a dangerous slippery slope giving the RIRs too much operational

responsibility when they were not 24x7 operations [19]. APNIC implemented

an AS0 policy [5] on September 2, 2020, and LACNIC implemented an AS0

policy on June 23, 2021 [48]. RIPE NCC proposed an AS0 policy on October

22, 2019, but ultimately withdrew the proposal [2]. AFRINIC proposed an AS0

policy in November 2019, but have yet to implement it as of May 2022 [22].

ARIN has not made any AS0 proposal.

From the period of June 5, 2019 to March 30, 2022, 40 unallocated prefixes

appeared in DROP, with events clustered for LACNIC (19) and AFRINIC

(12) resources. The size of these clusters is not correlated with the amount

of unallocated address space remaining in the RIRs (Figure 7.4). Hijacks of

unallocated address space continued beyond the implementation of an AS0

policy, due to (1) the RIRs implementing their AS0 policy using a different

Trust Anchor Locator (TAL) (file used to allow relying parties to retrieve RPKI
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Figure 7.4: Amount of unallocated address space remaining in each RIR’s free

pool, over time.

data from a repository) that is not configured in any RPKI validation software

by default, and (2) recommend solely for information purposes, rather than

for route filtering. Of the RouteViews tables for peers that provided a full

routing table on March 30, 2022, none appeared to use APNIC or LACNIC

AS0 TALs to filter routes, as every peer reported ≈30 prefixes that would have

been filtered with those TALs.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

This work used 712 prefixes from the last three years of Spamhaus’ DROP list

as a lens to analyze IP address abuse risks and mitigations. It was found that

the vast majority of hijacked prefixes that were listed in DROP had been left

dormant by their owners. An RPKI AS0 ROA would have mitigated these

hijacks, however, often the address space was allocated to a defunct organi-

zation so there was no one with authority to deploy RPKI. This introduces

the question should RIRs have the power to intervene in these situations and

either deploy an AS0 ROA or reclaim this address space? Another finding of

this work was that blocklisting had an effect on the 712 prefixes that were

added to DROP – for a hijacked or unallocated prefix being added to the

DROP list led most attackers to withdraw those routes, and prefixes that were

blocklisted were more likely to adopt RPKI than prefixes that were not. This

research also found evidence of a vulnerability in RPKI that illustrates the hi-

jack risk to all unrouted RPKI-signed prefixes, equivalent to 6.7 /8s, ≈112M

IPs. While unrouted RPKI-signed prefixes can use AS0 ROAs to prevent hi-

jacks, the unrouted unsigned prefixes (equivalent to 30.0 /8s, ≈480M IPs) will

continue to be easy targets for hijackers. As such, these results indicate that

policies concerning RPKI, and AS0 more specifically, merit re-evaluation by

both operators and RIRs.
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Appendices

A

Figure .1: BGP announcements for a random sample of 30 hijacked prefixes

within a 400 day window. Prefixes are announced for short periods and often

announcements start shortly before appearing in the blocklist. We stop ob-

serving announcements for a significant portion of prefixes once they appear

in the blocklist.

Figure .2: BGP announcements for a random sample of 30 snowshoe prefixes

within a 400 day window. Overall prefixes are announced for longer and more

consistently than the hijacked prefixes. There are fewer prefixes with correla-

tion between announcements and the date the prefix was blocklisted, in com-

parison to hijacked prefixes. There are still some prefixes e.g. 68.66.60.0/24

which resemble a hijacked prefix.
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Figure .3: BGP announcements for a random sample of 30 known spam op-

eration prefixes within a 400 day window. Prefixes are announced for long

periods consistently, and there is no correlation with the date the prefix was

blocklisted. There is no evidence of hijacks, instead they resemble legitimately

routed prefixes. The prefixes which are synchronised (change origin at the

same time) are prefixes which are being announced by the same entities, as a

large portion of the known spam operations are associated with a single actor.
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